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(ongen), against, nnan, to rain, saede, he said, atredan, to
strew, tijdan, to grant, J>enian, to serve, beside bregdan,
brigdels, frignan, legde, msegden, cngeagn, rignan,
saegde, stregdan, tigjdan, J>egnian. Gen. renes beside
regnes, from which a new nom. ren beside regn, rain, was
formed; and similarly J>en, servant, wsen, wagon, beside
J>egn, waegn.
§ 322. Medial -igi-, 4ge- were contracted to -I- as in
MHG., as gelire beside geligere, fornication \ il beside
igil, hedgehog; si]>e from *sigij>e, scythe; tile beside tigele,
tile; HJ> (MHG. lit) beside ligej> (MHG. liget), he lies; list
beside ligest, thou liest.
§ 323. When Germanic 5 came to stand finally in OE.,
it is probable that it became a voiceless spirant (x) just as
in Goth. OS., and prehistoric O.IceL, but that the g (= 5)
was mostly restored again owing to the influence of the
inflected forms. After liquids and guttural vowels the
restoration of the g was merely orthographical, but
the further history of the sound in OE. shows that after
palatal vowels it was mos% restored in pronunciation as
well, because -h rarely occurs after palatal vowels, as in
sextih beside sextig, sixty; weh beside weg, weigh thon.
The h (= x) seldom occurs in early OE., but is common in
late OE. especially after liquids and long vowels, as mearh,
marrow, bealh, he became angry, beside mearg, bealg;
and similarly beorh, hill] burh, city; sorh, sorrow]
swealh, he swallowed, dah, dough, ploh, plough, stah, he
ascended, beside dag, plog, stag; and similarly beah,
ring, bracelet] boh, bough] fleah, he flew; genoh, enough ;
stih, path ] troh beside trog, trough.
§ 324. Final 5 became palatal after palatal vowels, as
dseg, day; maeg, may; weg, way ; senig, any; bodig, body ;
dysig,foolish; haHg, holy] hefig, heavy] manig, many.
Then at a later period (earliest in Ken.) g became i con-
sonant which combined with a preceding sb, e to form a

